Home Economics
Students will be developing
hand sewing and research
skills. They will also be able
to identify different tools
that are used for sewing and
produce simple objects
using patterns and stitches.

Englis

Mathematics






Algebra
Fractions
Angles
Coordinates and graphs
Percentages

English
 Media techniques in developing language skills,
 Speaking and listening: Developing presentational and debating
skills.
 Writing to persuade, argue and advise
 Critical reading: Understanding increasingly critical text, inferring
and deducing information
 Poetic Forms: learning how language, (including figurative
language), vocabulary choice, grammar and organizational
features enhancing meaning, definitions of poetic vocabulary.
 Grammar: topic sentences, paragraphs and sentence structure.
 Analysing and comparing poems
 Evaluate, identify and explain the overall purpose and effect of a
poem supporting this with close reference you the poem studied.

Science
 Biology - Human

reproduction and
adolescence.
 Chemistry - Exploring
chemical reactions and
introduction to writing
chemical equations.
 Physics - Investigating Sound
and Light, behaviour of
waves and applying this to
the working of the eye and
ear.

Art & Design

Computer Studies

SELF IMAGE
Portrait drawing
Group discussions as to what portraits are,
why they are made.
Drawing a generic human face as a proportion
template.
Develop A4 size self portrait (shaded pencil
drawing) based on proportion template.

Searching the Internet and collecting
information

Year 7
Curriculum
Overview
Lent 2020
French
 Family and nationality
 Use of tenses
 Sports and life in school

Assimilation of England and
Wales
Creation of Britain
Focus on key historical
figures

Geography
 About the UK - Your island home
 Glaciers - movement of ice and landforms
it creates

Music/Drama
(Music) Rhythmic and melodic dictation
 World focus: Latin American music
 Aladdin music
(Drama)-Devised Theatre: Using Stimulus to create
 performances.
 Exploring voice, facial expression and body
language.
 Play text (Aladdin)

Business Studies

History
Edward I
Why is he remembered as a
great king?

Types of information, gathering
information, searching information,
Assessing information, reliability, accuracy
and relevance

Physical Education
Sports Day Practicex: Selecting pupils for running,
jumping, throwing and other Sports Day activities.
Basketball: They develop skills in finding space and
keeping control of a ball and use a basic court set up.
Swimming: Teaching to be more efficient in water
through developing proficiency across all strokes,
butterfly, breaststroke, backstroke and freestyle. Develop
proper streamline position, breakout, kicking and pulling,
breathing techniques across all strokes. Survival &
Lifesaving skills, Water Polo play strategies & Relay races.

Ankani project{Business in practice}
 Specialization & division of labour
 Adding value
 Classification of business
 Business plan

P.H.S.E.
A range of topics are explored including
Friendships and Coping with Shyness.

